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Local magnetic ordering in La 1ÀxCaxMnO3 determined
by spin-polarized x-ray absorption spectroscopy
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A systematic study of spin-dependent MnK-edge x-ray absorption spectra was performed on
La12xCaxMnO3. By examining the changes in the pre-edge spectra with the temperature, a model
of the excitation process is developed and used to predict the temperature dependent changes in the
local magnetic ordering about Mn sites. The approach is of general applicability to perovskite
systems. It can be used to determine the change in the local magnetic order~ferromagnetic versus
antiferromagnetic! about a transition metal site upon going through a transition or as the result of
external perturbations. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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High temperature superconductivity, and more recen
colossal magnetoresistance~CMR!, phenomena have stimu
lated a far-reaching renaissance of perovskite based tra
tion metal–oxide physics. There has been a symbiosis in
field among the evolving understanding of the electro
structure, a way by which to synthesize materials
tunability/control, and the experimental spectroscopies
probe it. X-ray absorption spectroscopy~XAS! and x-ray
emission spectroscopy~XES! have both contributed to an
benefited from this symbiosis in substantial ways.

In the case of CMR manganite materials MnK XAS and
XES have proved valuable in elucidating important var
tions in the Mn-d configuration, and in local Jahn–Telle
distortion effects. Recently detailed high resolution XA
work by Bridgeset al.1 and by Qianet al.2 have also pro-
vided evidence of intriguing temperature dependencies of
Mn K XAS pre-edges of La12xCaxMnO3 materials which
accompany changes upon crossing phase boundaries th
volve combinations of insulating, paramagnetic, antifer
magnetic, ferromagnetic, and charge–orbital ordered pha
Heretofore, however, no clear proposal for understand
these interphase changes has been made. In this lette
exploit a powerful combination of XAS and XES to extra
spin-polarized x-ray absorption spectra and integrate the
sults into a spin-dependent excitation model which is se
tive to local magnetic order.

Spin-polarized x-ray absorption near-edge spectrosc
~SPXANES! is based on energy resolving the 3p to 1s tran-
sition ~Kb emission! and measuring the emission from th
main or satellite lines as a function of the incident x-r
energy. The initial measurements were performed by¨-
mäläinen et al.3 on MnO and MnF2 and then extended to
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other open-shell 3d elements.2–7 Previous studies focused o
the nature of the splitting between spin up and spin do
channels in the main line. No emphasis was made on
pre-edge region and on the temperature dependant cha
in SPXANES.

Samples of the La12xCaxMnO3 series were synthesize
and characterized by the procedure described in Ref. 8.
SPXANES measurements were performed at the Natio
Synchrotron Light Source’s~NSLS! 27 pole wiggler Beam-
line X21A. Experimental details of them are describ
elsewhere.2,9,10 SPXANES spectra were collected by mon
toring theKb fluorescence yield at two energies~E1 , cen-
tered on the satellite line, andE2 , centered 0.5 eV above th
main peak,2,7 for a givenx! specific to spin up and spin dow
final states while the incident energy across the near-e

FIG. 1. SPXANES spectra of La12xCaxMnO3 . The solid~dotted! line cor-
responds to the spin up~down! channel measured at 300 K.
1 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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region was scanned. Measurements were performed fx
50, 0.3, 0.5, and 1 at two temperatures, 15 and 300 K.

All the K-edge SPXANES spectra of La12xCaxMnO3

are shown in Fig. 1. Notice the marked splitting betwe
the spin up and spin down channels of both the m
edges (E;6.55– 6.58 keV) and the pre-edges (E
;6.535– 6.55 keV). Splitting of the main edge is primar
from exchange interaction of the photoelectron with the s
up and spin down densities of states. Details of the temp
ture dependence of the main edge feature in La12xCaxMnO3

over the whole doping range will be discussed at length i
future article.9 In this letter we focus on the pre-edge regi
labeleda.

In Fig. 2 we expand the pre-edge region~a in Fig. 1! of
the SPXANES spectra and three peaks~labeleda1, a2, and
a3! in La12xCaxMnO3 ~x50, 0.3, 0.5, and 1! are observed.
Measurements were made above and below the tempera
of magnetic ordering. Note the significant temperature a
spin dependence of the pre-edge spectra. We first point
that these features cannot originate from on-site direct qu
rupole absorption, since the intensity of such transitio
would be quite low ~see Ref. 11!. Elfimov et al.12 and
Bridgeset al.1 suggested that this structure might come fro
Mn 4p hybridization with the neighboring Mn 3d ~see Fig. 5
in Ref. 1!. In this simple physical picture, the Mn 1s electron
can undergo a transition to final states formed by hybridi
tion of an on-site Mn 4p and neighboring Mn 3d orbitals. In
our model, we make the further assumption that the 1s to t2g

transition intensity vanishes. This is due to the fact that
La12xCaxMnO3 system exhibits orbital ordering over
broad range ofx.13 Both embedded cluster calculations14 and
local density approximation~LDA ! calculations15 predict no
t2g contribution to the MnK-edge XAS spectra. Moreove
multiple scattering XANES calculations of a series of mod
systems with varyingd-occupation numbers (CaAO3,A
5Ti,Mn,Ni,Zn,Ge) are consistent with these results.10

Based on these assumptions, we have developed an
tron excitation model with spin conservation~without t2g

final states! in order to understand the origin of the pre-ed

FIG. 2. Temperature dependent pre-edge SPXANES spectra of the re
near featurea in Fig. 1. The three straight lines indicate thea1, a2, anda3
features.
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featuresa1, a2, anda3 ~see Fig. 3!. We start with LaMnO3
which is anA-type antiferromagnet~AF! ~see Refs. 16 and
17! below TN;130 K.13 Below TN , each Mn ion is sur-
rounded by four Mn ions~through oxygen! with the majority
spin parallel and two Mn atoms with the majority spin an
parallel to the central Mn majority spin, as shown in F
3~a!.

In Fig. 3~b! we display our transition model which i
based on dipole transitions~Mn 4p hybridized with the
neighboring Mneg and Op!. There are three boxes denote
by dashed lines, the lower one represents the center abs
ing Mn site, defined as majority spin up~↑!. The upper left
box corresponds to a neighboring Mn site with majority sp
up ~↑!, and the upper right box represents a neighboring
site with majority spin down~↓!. In Fig. 3~b!, the absorber
spin up Mn 1s ~↑! electron can make a transition to loc
majority spin orbitalseg ~↑! of the neighboring Mn~↑! ~in
the left upper box! with the same spin alignment as the a
sorber~density of state computations reveal holes in the m
jority eg

1 band due to covalency9!, and also to local minority
spin orbitalseg ~↑! of the neighboring Mn~↓! ~in the right
upper box! with antiparallel spin alignment with respect t
the absorber. Notice in the case of the Mn~↓! neighbor, the
local majority spineg orbital is labeledeg ~↓!, as shown in
the right upper box in Fig. 3~b!. The O 2p spin up channel
transition in Fig. 3~b! is also possible due to hybridizatio
with the Mn 4p. Evidence of O 2p holes in LaMnO3 was
also found in optical measurements performed by Juet al.18

All the long solid arrows correspond to the spin up transiti
channels in the SPXANES pre-edge region, while the lo
dashed arrows give the spin down transition channels. La
a1, a2, anda3 refer to pre-edgea features in Fig. 2.

Now let us turn to the temperature dependence of
pre-edge SPXANES spectra. LaMnO3 is anA-type AF at 15
K and is paramagnetic at 300 K. Crossing theTN , upon
warming changes the Mn majority spins alignment caus
them to become randomly distributed, thereby changing
number of ferromagnetically aligned Mn neighbors fro
four to an average of three. This must enhance the transit

ion

FIG. 3. Schematic diagram showing the transitions in the pre-edge for
polarized absorption ofA-type AF LaMnO3 in the magnetically ordered
state.~a! Local magnetic ordering of Mn ions~the O atoms are not shown
for clarity!. ~b! Allowed transitions for excitation of Mn in which thed final
state of a neighbor is of the same spin polarization as the absorber~left
panel! as well as the case in which the spin polarization is reversed~right
panel!, respectively.
IP license or copyright; see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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shown in Fig. 3~b! ~in the upper right box! and reduce those
in Fig. 3~b! ~in the upper left box!. Therefore, for the spin up
absorption channel, thea1 and a2 intensities should de
crease, whereas thea3 intensity should increase. The tem
perature dependence of the spin down channel is expect
be reversed. This is what is observed experimentally fora2
feature in Fig. 2. Unfortunately, all but thea3 feature in
CaMnO3 are broad and hence the temperature depen
changes are difficult to ascertain. Weak suppression of
a1 spin up peak~Fig. 2! is caused by contributions from
O p ~↑! that is enhanced with increased temperature. T
a1 ~↓! is weaker thana1 ~↑! because there are no Op(↓)
states just above the Fermi level.

For the system withx50.3, which becomes ferromag
netic at low temperature (TC;250 K),13 trends are observe
that are similar to those found in the parent LaMnO3. One
exception is that due to delocalization of the majority spineg

1

electron~seen as an increase in conductivity! the a1 feature
increases. Further enhancement of thisa1 feature is caused
by an increase of O 2p holes due to increased covalency
low temperatures.2 Interestingly, in the low temperature sp
down measurement, thea1 anda2 features~expected for AF
coupling only! are observed. This observation is not easy
reconcile with the results of neutron diffraction refinemen
which provide a picture of long range ferromagnetic ord
ing. The spin downa1 anda2 intensities at low temperatur
may originate from antiparallel neighbors that exist bel
TC , possibly due to FM and AF phase separation as w
suggested initially by Wollan and Koehler19 and more re-
cently by Moreoet al.20

The x50.5 system exhibitsC-type AF order~below TN

;150 K!13 in which each Mn ion has four neighboring M
ions with antiparallel spin and two neighbors with paral
spin. It is then expected that the temperature depende
should be reversed compared to in thex50 system. At low
temperature~below the charge-ordering temperature,Tco

;150 K5TN!,13 the system is less covalent2 so O 2p holes
are delocalized. On the other hand, the majority spineg

1 con-
duction band electrons are localized as seen from the
served increase in resistivity~exponential dependence o
temperature!21 at low temperature. Hence, due to the e
hanced occupancy of the O 2p and majority spineg

1 states,
the a1 feature is reduced at low temperature in accorda
with our model, as observed.

CaMnO3 is thought to be aG-type AF ~below TN

;125 K!13 where each Mn ion has six antiparallel Mn neig
bors. The largea1 spin up peak is assigned to the unocc
pied O 2p ~↑! states. Band structure computations ha
shown that ferromagnetic ordering of CaMnO3 produces a
split in the O 2p band with a broad spin up component ne
the Fermi level.9 It is possible that CaMnO3 is a two phase
material composed of FM andG-type AF ~dominant! re-
gions. It is known that CaMnO3 has a small net
magnetization22 which has previously been attributed to d
fects. The low intensity in thea1 peak at 15 K is due to a
reduction in the covalency of CaMnO3 belowTN .2 No tran-
sition to O 2p ~↓! is observed in thea1 region in spin down
spectra for the reason given above. The origin of the l
Downloaded 09 May 2010 to 128.235.251.160. Redistribution subject to A
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temperaturea2 peak in the spin up spectrum can be und
stood as resulting from transitions on Mn sites within the F
ordered regions~discussed above!. Hence, the temperatur
dependent behavior of the SPXANES spectra of CaMn3

with the exception ofa1 is expected to mimic that ofx
50.5.

We have shown that the changes in the pre-edge re
with the temperature can be directly linked to changes in
local magnetic ordering of Mn ions around absorbing M
sites. One can distinguish between a transition from a r
dom local magnetic arrangement to an ordered arrangem
such as AF~for example,A type,C type, orG type! or FM.
This method has potential applicability for a wide range
perovskite transition metal systems or more generally
octahedrally coordinated transition metal systems.
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